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Recipes for making traditional Vietnamese dishes are accompanied by menu-planning ideas,
shopping lists, and information on equipment, ingredients, and techniques

About the AuthorKevin Rodel, one of the foremost makers of hand-crafted craftsman furniture,
has been making custom furniture in Maine since 1978. He and his wife, Susan Mack, have
been operating their own custom furniture business, Mack and Rodel since 1986. Their work has
been featured in woodworking magazines and books on Craftsman interiors. Kevin Rodel has
contributed articles on craftsman style and techniques to Fine Woodworking and Home
FurnitureJonathan Binzen is a writer and photographer specializing in furniture and architecture.
He's a former senior editor at Fine Woodworking magazine and has written for This Old House
and American Craft.
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Andrea Holden, “great recipe book - genuine traditional. This is my first experience with
vietnamese recipes, I recently fell in love with some of the foods I've had the opportunity to try
and thought I'd give it a shot on my own. I'm impressed that the recipes appear to be traditional
as well as the ingredients. Its not a super fancy, modern book by any means which is just what I
wanted - tasty foods just waited for me to whip them up. I found the reviews on this book
especially useful prior to purchasing - they helped me determine how genuine the recipes would
be.”

Lovetocook, “Excellent cookbook. This is a very authentic and easy to follow cookbook. When I
first received it, I read most of the recipes just to get a feel of the dishes, and I'm very impressed
at how thorough and very authentic they are. I made Cha Que and Cha lua for New Year's
celebrations and they turned out better than the store bought, so from now on, I'll be making my
own!  Excellent cookbook!”

Ray, “Four Stars. good”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Friends assure me this is. Aurhentic”

Giovanni, “Five Stars. Incredible cookbook, delivered ahead of promised time.”

Ebook Library Reader, “One of the best.. My wife is gourmet cook and has used this book for
years.  That recipes for fish sauce and shrimp toast are enough to justify purchase.”

The book by Nancie McDermott has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 21 people have provided feedback.
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